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Network Interface Architecture for Remote Indirect Memory
Access (RIMA) in Datacenters
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Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) fabrics such as InfiniBand and Converged Ethernet report latency

shorter by a factor of 50 than TCP. As such, RDMA is a potential replacement for TCP in datacenters (DCs)

running low-latency applications, such as Web search and memcached. InfiniBand’s Shared Receive Queues

(SRQs), which use two-sided send/recv verbs (i.e., channel semantics), reduce the amount of pre-allocated,

pinned memory (despite optimizations such as InfiniBand’s on-demand paging (ODP)) for message buffers.

However, SRQs are limited fundamentally to a single message size per queue, which incurs either memory

wastage or significant programmer burden for typical DC traffic of an arbitrary number (level of burstiness)

of messages of arbitrary size.

We propose remote indirect memory access (RIMA), which avoids these pitfalls by providing (1) network in-

terface card (NIC) microarchitecture support for novel queue semantics and (2) a new “verb” called append. To

append a sender’s message to a shared queue, the receiver NIC atomically increments the queue’s tail pointer

by the incoming message’s size and places the message in the newly created space. As in traditional RDMA,

the NIC is responsible for pointer lookup, address translation, and enforcing virtual memory protections.

This indirection of specifying a queue (and not its tail pointer, which remains hidden from senders) handles

the typical DC traffic of an arbitrary sender sending an arbitrary number of messages of arbitrary size.

Because RIMA’s simple hardware adds only 1–2 ns to the multi-μs message latency, RIMA achieves the same

message latency and throughput as InfiniBand SRQ with unlimited buffering. Running memcached traffic on

a 30-node InfiniBand cluster, we show that at similar, low programmer effort, RIMA achieves significantly

smaller memory footprint than SRQ. However, while SRQ can be crafted to minimize memory footprint

by expending significant programming effort, RIMA provides those benefits with little programmer effort.

For memcached traffic, a high-performance key-value cache (FastKV) using RIMA achieves either 3× lower

96th-percentile latency or significantly better throughput or memory footprint than FastKV using RDMA.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Datacenter (DC) network performance is critical for most modern web/cloud services whose back-
ends run within DCs. While the dominant TCP/IP over Ethernet model has many advantages
including scalability and stability, it suffers from significant latency (e.g., milliseconds). In con-
trast, RDMA over InfiniBand and RDMA over converged Ethernet (RoCE) are attractive for their
low latency (e.g., microseconds) [13, 26, 28] as well as improved tail latency at datacenter scales
[51]. Unfortunately, there remain several challenges in achieving high performance in an efficient
manner.

RDMA’s basic primitives, while well suited for high-performance computing (HPC), are a mis-
match for the communication typical in today’s DCs. Specifically, the request-response model of
DCs must accommodate the following traffic constraints of typical DC workloads (e.g., key-value
stores, Web search, dynamic advertisements, and news feeds): (1) arbitrary sources of traffic (arb-

src): Because of sharding of content, objects may be widely distributed across many servers any
of which may respond (e.g., data may be sharded across 5,000 servers in a modern DC) [8]; (2) ar-
bitrary message sizes (arb-size): The key/values that are exchanged vary from small text updates
(tens/hundreds of bytes) to large videos/images (MBs) [6]; and, (3) arbitrary burstiness (arb-num):
Message arrival may be bursty—the well-known incast problem [2])—with the peak rate limited
only by the line rate (e.g., 56 Gb/s for InfiniBand FDR). In contrast, HPC workloads typically have
fewer sources and not as much variation in message sizes. Even in HPC, a large number of potential
sources has been recognized to be a challenge [38].

Memory allocation to hold incoming messages is a key challenge in managing communication.
TCP uses shared buffers to temporarily hold packets of multiple messages, which are then de-
livered by the operating system (OS) to the appropriate process. Because the buffers are shared
across processes, the amount of memory allocated for the buffers can be small but OS involve-
ment is necessary, which is slow. In contrast, under the RDMA read/write model (i.e., one-sided
communication), memory for private buffers is proactively pre-allocated and pinned via memory
registration. While Infiniband’s On-Demand Paging (ODP) offers some relief from always pinning
memory from different program phases, the near-term message receive buffers that we focus on
cannot benefit from ODP, as we explain later in Section 2.2. The memory address is exchanged
out-of-band enabling fast read/write from remote servers without OS involvement. This strategy
effectively means that memory regions must be pre-allocated per sender; sharing a region among
multiple senders is not possible, as one sender’s data may be overwritten by another before be-
ing read (due to the arb-src constraint). Further, because of arb-size, and arb-num constraints, the
baseline allocated memory must be large (even though there need not be any fragmentation). Ef-
fectively, handling the above constraints via proactive pre-allocation requires provisioning for the
worst case of any possible communication, which results in large, grossly underutilized memory.

In contrast to RDMA’s read/write model, the send/receive model (i.e., two-sided communication)
requires the receiver to proactively post pre-allocated per-message memory buffers before the
messages arrive. Because messages are copied to distinct memory buffers, the receive queue may
be shared among the senders (unlike in RDMA read/write where writes to a given address do
overwrite one another), which alleviates the arb-src constraint. The InfiniBand Shared Receive
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Queue (SRQ) [22] achieves this purpose. Further, as long as enough memory is pre-allocated and
posted to the receive queues to handle the line rate, incoming messages stay intact (satisfying the
arb-num constraint). The send/receive semantics is that a newly received message is copied to
the next available buffer, in the posted order, at the head of a receive queue. Because the senders

sharing a queue would not know the size of the next-available buffer at the receiver, each queue can

fundamentally support only one buffer size. Unfortunately, the arb-size requirement continues to be
a problem due to this single-size constraint. Separating and specializing for small and large messages

to handle arb-sizehurts tail latency or significantly degrades memory footprint or programmability

(Section 5.2).
We propose Remote Indirect Memory Access (RIMA) as a better-suited transport primitive for

DCs. RIMA provides NIC microarchitecture support for novel queue semantics and a new “verb”
called append, which allows programmers to append messages of arbitrary size to named, circular
queues (i.e., one-sided communication with indirection). An append message looks up the tail
pointer of the queue at the receiver and atomically increments the tail pointer by the message size
(modulo the queue size) and copies the message into the newly created space in the circular queue
(only the modulo increment is atomic; the copy is not). The tail pointer is in the receiver’s virtual
address space, and as in traditional RDMA, the NIC performs address translation and enforces
protection. The head pointer handling is straightforward (Section 3.2). RIMA’s simple and fast
hardware—a small lookup table and an adder that adds 1–2 ns to the multi-μs message latency—
can handle any number of messages of any size from any source. Further, the senders are aware
only of the indirect address (the name of the queue) and not the value of the tail pointer (as is the
case in RDMA).

The tail-pointer increment assumes a pre-allocated memory buffer. RIMA ensures that memory
allocation overhead is hidden in the background and thus does not affect message latency. RIMA
allocates, and keeps replenished, a reserve pool to accommodate enough space as per the line
rate. To ensure adequate allocated memory, we use the traditional water-mark-based approach
to manage the reserve pool. Whenever the reserve pool runs low, RIMA expands the reserve
pool allocation in the background while continuing to accommodate message arrivals in the
foreground and shrinks the allocation when message queues are drained. As such, queue sizes
grow and shrink as needed without exposing the allocation latency to the messages.

In summary, the key contributions of this article are as follows:

• We observe that RDMA primitives do not satisfy the three key constraints (arb-src, arb-size,
and arb-num) of typical request/response traffic in DCs. While subsets of these constraints
may be handled without footprint problems (e.g., References [4, 13, 28]), DCs must handle
all three.

• We propose RIMA, which simultaneously satisfies all the three constraints with little pro-
grammer effort. RIMA provides NIC microarchitecture support for novel queue semantics,
i.e., one-sided communication with indirection, by combining indirect access and reactive
tail-pointer manipulation using simple hardware.

RDMA’s SRQ can also satisfy a subset of the constraints as it already handles single-size mes-
sages, large or small, from arbitrary sources at arbitrary rates in a shared hardware queue. RIMA’s
novelty is in enabling arb-size messages in a shared hardware queue to tackle the memory foot-
print problem while satisfying the arb-src and arb-num constraints. Some previous schemes have
employed shared hardware queues for word-size [40] or cache-block-size [11]—all single-size—

messages that are too small to cause footprint issues and are subsumed by SRQ. In one scheme [11],
larger “bulk” transfers are fragmented into cache-block-sized packets requiring software TCP-like
stack not present in RDMA. There is no shared hardware queue, in InfiniBand or elsewhere, that
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can handle arb-size messages. Further, RIMA’s contribution is in the network interface and not the
network for which there are numerous high-performance schemes (e.g., References [1, 3, 10, 12,
32, 33, 49]), all orthogonal to RIMA.

Because RIMA adds little latency, it achieves the same message latency and throughput as SRQ
with unlimited buffering. Running memcached traffic on a 30-node InfiniBand cluster, we show
that at similar, low programmer effort for a single queue, RIMA achieves significantly smaller
memory footprint than SRQ, reducing impractical, multi-GB footprints to small, few-hundred-MB
ones. Further, multiple SRQs oblivious of the message-size distribution continue to yield imprac-
tical footprints for memcached. While SRQ’s footprint can be shrunk by expending significant
programming effort on carefully customizing multiple queues for the given distribution, RIMA
provides those benefits without such effort, which must be repeated for each application in the case
of SRQ. For evaluation using memcached traffic, we develop a HERD-like key-value cache called
FastKV (described later in Section 5.2). FastKV using RIMA achieves either 3× lower 96th-percentile
latency, or significantly better throughput or memory footprint than FastKV using RDMA.

2 CONTEXT AND SCOPE

We offer a brief background on InfiniBand RDMA and its operation to highlight the overheads in
InfiniBand terms.

2.1 InfiniBand Memory Overhead

Queue Pairs (QPs) are a central primitive of InfiniBand communication, analogous to TCP/IP sock-
ets. Each QP consists of a Send Queue and a Receive Queue. Both the source and destination nodes
must create a QP to communicate.

The two most popular InfiniBand transportation modes are Reliable Connection (RC) and Unre-
liable Datagram (UD), which are roughly analogous to TCP and UDP. In the RC mode, QPs need to
be connected before any data communication, which necessitates a source QP and destination QP
for every communicating pair. UD, however, is connection-less, where each QP can communicate
with any other QP.

There are two major sources of memory consumption for applications using InfiniBand.

InfiniBand Context Memory: This memory is allocated for creating InfiniBand communication
context, such as Queue Pairs. A single QP context consumes as much as 68 KB of memory in MVA-
PICH 0.9.8 [35]. Context memory was a scalability bottleneck for traditional RC that needed per-
connection QP context. However, with InfiniBand’s Dynamic Connected Transport (DCT) [22],
context memory is minimized even for RC as a single DCT QP can be used to communicate with
many other QPs. Context memory does not pose a problem for UD, which is connection-less.

Data Buffer Memory: Data buffer memory stores data intended for communication. Such mem-
ory regions are required to be pre-allocated in physical memory before they can receive incoming
messages. While on-demand paging [36] can allocate physical memory lazily, that approach is only
meaningful for postponing physical memory allocation over program phases (and not for receive
buffers that are expected to receive messages in the near-term). Each buffer consumes at least the
size of an OS memory page. Because the problem of context memory has been addressed for both
UD and RC, RIMA focuses on the data buffer memory overhead, which exists for both RC and UD.

In InfiniBand programming, read/write (i.e., one-sided) communication is called memory seman-

tics where the receiver is not aware of the initiator’s read or write operations. The data buffer in
memory semantics is typically not shared due to potential data races among multiple senders writ-
ing to the same buffers. Avoiding races requires per-sender buffers, which can cause the memory
footprint to grow, i.e., it is not scalable when there are a large number of potential senders (arb-src).
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Table 1. Programmer Effort Comparison

Task No. Task (SRQ) Task (RIMA)

1 Determine number and buffer sizes of queues No effort (only one queue)

2 Determine reserve pool size of all queues Determine reserve pool size of one queue

3 Determine minimum-footprint configuration No effort (only one queue

4 Co-ordinate across all clients No effort (only one queue)

5 Coordinated performance tuning of servers and clients Servers may be independently tuned

To lower the memory overhead of per-sender buffers, InfiniBand has proposed SRQ [22], which
uses send and receive (i.e., two-sided) communication, also known as channel semantics. Instead of
requiring each QP to physically allocate its own memory, the SRQ lets multiple QPs to work on
a shared memory region. However, the receiver must pre-post “receives” with associated buffers
large enough to hold the incoming messages. If the message size exceeds the size of the pre-posted
receive buffer, then an error would be raised. Unfortunately, a single SRQ can handle only a single
message size, because the senders sharing an SRQ would not know the size of the next-available
memory buffer at the receiver, which consumes the buffers strictly in the posted order. To restate

this point in stark terms, allowing multiple sizes in a single SRQ requires the receiver to have perfect

knowledge of the sequence of future message sizes so that receives may be pre-posted accordingly. As
we show below in Section 2.2, this fundamental single-size limitation poses a challenge in satisfying
the arb-size constraint.

2.2 Alternatives to RIMA

RIMA requires hardware changes (albeit minimal). As such, it is worthwhile to consider software-
only alternatives to managing the memory footprint problem.

Single SRQ: Despite sharing of data buffers across QPs, SRQ still incurs significant overhead be-
cause of its single size limitation (first row of Table 6). Because message size can span a wide range
in DC traffic, SRQ can be used in one of two ways. A naive way is to use a single SRQ and pre-post
receives of the maximum message size. This approach requires the same, little programmer effort
as RIMA but leads to significant internal fragmentation (e.g., the average message size in Facebook
traffic is about 231 B, despite object batching, whereas the maximum is 1 MB [6]). Consequently,
the memory waste is unacceptably high (e.g., 13 GB per process as shown later in Section 5.1.1). We
note that the receiver buffer is for the whole message, not for the maximum transfer unit (MTU).
Thus, the memory waste would remain even if the MTU were 1 B.

Multi-SRQ: An alternative is to use multiple SRQs [15] of different buffer sizes and bin the message
sizes into the queues (second row of Table 6). Unfortunately, this approach degrades programma-
bility well beyond merely using a library to match messages to queues based on the message size.
Given a message size distribution, determining the optimal number and buffer sizes, that minimizes
the memory footprint, is not straightforward (e.g., memcached has as many as 42 distinct sizes
[41]). There are two memory components: (1) the active part of the queue, which holds the mes-
sages before service and is sized for the average message arrival rate and service time. (Task 1 in Ta-
ble 1) The other component is a reserve pool used when memory allocation is underway in case the
active part fills up due to slow service. This pool is sized assuming the worst-case message arrival
rate for a given message size during memory allocation (Task 2). We describe these size calculations
for both RIMA (only one queue) and SRQ (single or multiple queues) in Section 3.2.1. With one SRQ
using maximum-size buffers, the first component above is large, whereas with more queues us-
ing buffers closer in size to the actual messages, the second component increases. These opposing
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Table 2. Impact of RDMA Verbs’ arb-∗ Constraints on Systems

Verb Systems Arbitrary Arbitrary Arbitrary Comment

Size Source Number

RWrite HERD [28] (requests),
FaRM [13], RFP [52]

Yes No Yes RDMA Writes need per-sender
buffers, which is impractical
for DC scale systems

Send/recv FaSST [30], scale-out
ccNUMA [16]

No Yes Yes SRQ is used as our baseline for
comparisons.

trends imply a U-shaped frontier for the total memory as we add more queues (i.e., more queues
do not necessarily reduce the memory footprint), which gives the minimum footprint (Task 3). We
show this curve for memcached traffic in Section 5.1.1. Unfortunately, because each application’s
distribution is distinct, the entire optimization effort (Tasks 1–3) has to be repeated for each ap-
plication, worsening programmer burden. However, multiple queues oblivious of the distribution
(e.g., equi-spaced [15]) may yield impractical memory footprints (we show this result for mem-
cached traffic in Section 5.1.1). Further, using multiple queues (irrespective of distribution aware-
ness) also requires sender coordination in that messages must be binned according to their size and
sent to the appropriate queue (Task 4). Finally, all communicating entities must stay synchronized
on the bin sizes on an ongoing basis (Task 5). For example, changes in the distribution may require
changes in the binning that must be pushed to all the clients and servers simultaneously.

Thus, SRQ incurs either a large memory footprint or high programming effort. In contrast, RIMA
avoids both. Separating and specializing for small and large messages to handle arb-size hurts tail
latency, or significantly degrades memory footprint or programmability, as we show in Section 5.2.

As an aside, we note that InfiniBand’s on-demand paging (ODP) enables the applications to
map only as much memory as needed in any program phase, instead of pinning large amounts
of memory for the entire application duration, shrinking the application footprint. In our context,
however, the memory needed to hold the incoming messages in the mere 1-ms allocate-and-map
latency is large due to channel semantics (the single-message-size per SRQ restriction). This mem-
ory is the minimum needed to ensure that another allocation can occur before running out of
memory. There is no bloat due to pinning memory unnecessarily for long duration. Consequently,
ODP, including NIC TLB prefetch [36], cannot reduce the footprint.

2.3 Managing with a Fixed Memory Footprint Using Existing Verbs

While many recent papers argue for RDMA in DCs, the fact that they are constrained to use
existing verbs implies that they run into one or more of the arb-∗ constraints (see Table 2). This
section examines the specific challenges imposed by existing verbs on recently proposed systems.
For example, when using memory semantics (i.e., remote read/write), systems are forced to employ
per-sender private receive buffers to avoid races. This approach, which is used for requests in
HERD [28] and for both requests and responses in References [13, 52], is not scalable in typical
datacenters with thousands of senders and receivers for the key-value size distribution seen at
Facebook [46]. Similarly, with respect to the arb-size constraint (when using channel semantics
with SRQ as in References [16, 29, 30]), the choice of limiting the memory footprint of the receive
buffer in turn imposes message size limits (as we quantify later in Section 5). Such size limits will
require external fragmentation/reassembly to handle larger messages or use rendezvous with two
network round trips [26] (with corresponding latency/throughput penalties). There also exist non-
RDMA networks that similarly limit message size (e.g., the StarT-Voyager [4] network interface
uses messages no longer than 88 bytes), which violates the arb-size constraint. Attempting to limit
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Table 3. RIMA API

ibv_create_aq(. . .); Creating an append queue with initial attributes
ibv_destroy_aq(. . .); Destroy an append queue
ibv_query_aq(. . .); Query attributes of queue
ibv_modify_aq(. . .); Modify attributes of queue

footprint by limiting the number of outstanding requests (i.e., arb-num violation; not shown in
Table 2) will hurt throughput by introducing unnecessary inter-request gaps. We emphasize that
these limitations flow from the verbs and are not attributable to the systems that are forced to
work with deficiencies of existing RDMA verbs.

2.4 Scope

We focus on replacing TCP/IP with RDMA as a transport mechanism for two-sided re-
quests/responses between servers (as also done in many previous systems [16, 29, 30]. Some pro-
posals [13, 28, 52] use one-sided RDMA verbs to read/write directly from/to data structures on
remote servers (e.g., FaRM [13]). As argued in HERD [28], we do not consider such approaches
that require (a) the data structures to be pinned in memory, (b) multiple remote accesses for typi-
cal requests instead of more-efficient local accesses, and (c) cross-node synchronization for writes
to shared state. Further, we do not intend for RIMA to replace RDMA universally. RIMA is better
for request/response traffic. For large, non-request/response messages, RDMA memory semantics
may remain the better option (e.g., using rendezvous protocols [55]).

3 REMOTE INDIRECT MEMORY ACCESS

Conceptually, RIMA achieves queue semantics, i.e., one-sided communication with indirection, by
(1) using a layer of indirection to specify the destination memory address for messages and (2) reac-
tively increasing the queue tail pointer to accommodate incoming messages. We describe RIMA’s
design in terms of the programmer interface (Section 3.1) and the NIC operation (Section 3.2).

3.1 RIMA Interface

The programmer may create and destroy RIMA queues at the receiver. The queue identifier (ID)
must be communicated out-of-band (possibly over TCP/IP) to potential senders, like SRQ’s Queue
Pair information at setup. Each queue offers a single remote operation: sending a message of ar-
bitrary size to a remote queue on the target host. With RIMA, senders are free to intermingle
messages of any size (unlike in SRQ). Further, applications do not need any synchronization to co-
ordinate with other senders who may be sending to the same queue (unlike in RDMA read/write).
Although RIMA’s independence from message size means that it does not need multiple queues,
programmers can use multiple queues for logically distinct communication channels or for reduc-
ing contention. For example, applications may prefer to have control messages (e.g., heart beat)
and data messages (e.g., database objects) in separate queues.

Interface Details: Table 3 lists the new API we propose to manage RIMA’s “append queue” at
the local node. RIMA’s interface is based on InfiniBand’s DCT framework. RIMA’s append queue
(AQ) is a substitute for the SRQ. A sender posts a send using the new IBV_WR_ APPEND instead
of the old IBV_WR_SEND. Pre-posting receives is no longer required at the receiver’s side.

3.2 RIMA NIC Microarchitecture

RIMA assumes that a sufficiently large, contiguous, virtual address region can be reserved for its
queue buffers. The region is large enough to rule out the possibility of buffer overflow (e.g., a
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Fig. 1. RIMA network interface: Hardware organization.

significant fraction of physical memory size). Note that such a capacity constraint is not unique
to RIMA. No messaging system allows for unbounded growth of received messages. Given the
large 64-bit virtual address spaces in modern processors, such virtual address reservations have
little cost. The contiguous region is managed as a circular queue to ensure continuous operation
indefinitely (with a head-pointer where the oldest messages reside and a tail-pointer where new
incoming messages are placed).

Figure 1 illustrates RIMA hardware. We assume that RIMA messages arrive with message size
and queue-id in the packet header. RIMA messages look up the tail pointer table (TPT) to translate
the queue ID to the tail pointer (a virtual address). Such lookups are not unique to RIMA; SRQ
messages similarly look up Queue Pair information based on message headers. The tail pointer is
atomically incremented by the message size (modulo the queue size), thereby re-actively creating
buffer space at the receiver. In RIMA, the tail pointer is part of the queue’s attributes and is held in
the TPT on the NIC (Figure 1). As such, RIMA’s atomic-increment of the tail pointer is fast. There is
a TPT entry per queue, and typically there are only a few queues per receive process (Section 3.1),
where each queue can be shared among multiple senders. Thus, the number of queues per node
is independent of the number of senders or nodes in the cluster. Therefore, the TPT is a small
SRAM table (say 1K entries); and the increment is a hardware add. Thus, RIMA adds only 1–2 ns
(as per CACTI 6.0 [45]) to the multi-μs message latency. In contrast, RDMA’s native atomic fetch-
and-op operates on arbitrary locations in the host memory, which requires traversing the PCIe
bus (in addition to traversing the DC network from the sender to the receiver). As we show later,
this traversal is partly why emulating append using existing verbs degrades tail latency. With its
simple hardware, RIMA avoids this penalty.

After the atomic tail-pointer modulo-increment, the message is copied to the host memory start-
ing at the old tail pointer (i.e., in place in the circular queue); the NIC TLB holds the translation for
the pointer, as shown in Figure 1 (similarly to RDMA). Thus, while SRQ’s pre-posting of buffers can
handle only one message size per SRQ (Section 2.1), RIMA’s increment of the tail pointer after mes-
sage arrival allows any message size in one queue, satisfying the key arb-size requirement. Upon
completion of message copy to the queue, a message is posted to the completion queue, similarly
to SRQ operation. The application’s threads poll the completion queue and process messages after
delivery. Upon completion, the head pointer, which is maintained in the host application software,
is incremented to remove the processed messages from the queue and to auto-reclaim the space.
For simplicity, we move the head pointer in queue order. Under typical operation, the small dif-
ferences in processing times of concurrently processed messages (tens/hundreds of nanoseconds)
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do not justify sophisticated out-of-order reclamation of space. Further, even in more challenging
situations wherein a page-fault that is incurred when processing the message at the head of the
queue can stall the head-pointer movement, sophisticated garbage collection is unwarranted as
our RIMA’s footprint is small (e.g., 11 MB per process). Thus, RIMA can handle such occurrences
by expanding the queue size via physical memory allocation, which we discuss next.

While the functionality of the TPT (indirect lookup of tail pointer and atomic increment) could
be implemented in firmware, implementing it in hardware, as described above, is better for per-
formance similar to the NIC TLB implementation in hardware for performance reasons. Absent a
hardware implementation, the firmware-based TPT lookup, which may incur instruction process-
ing overheads and page faults, may not be fast enough to sustain the line rate.

3.2.1 Heavy-weight Allocation in Background. Though the virtual address region reserved for
each queue is large, physical memory is pre-allocated minimally (in the background) to ensure that
both buffered and future messages can be accommodated. RIMA relies on light-weight tail-pointer
increment to create room re-actively for messages. Such simple tail-pointer increment works in
RIMA, because we efficiently guarantee that adequate memory is allocated in the background to
handle arbitrary message arrival rates. On one hand, RIMA requires a pre-allocated pool of physical
memory to ensure that simple tail-pointer manipulation suffices. However, under this approach,
the pre-allocated memory beyond the tail pointer must also be counted toward RIMA’s physical
memory footprint. On the other hand, the footprint minimization goal pushes the design in the
opposite direction—it is better to grow and shrink the memory dynamically to minimize wasted
memory.

RIMA resolves this dilemma by decoupling the heavy-weight memory allocation (and possibly
OS-visible page mapping), which occurs in the background from light-weight tail-pointer manip-
ulation in hardware (which is incurred for each message). RIMA uses a reserve pool of physical
memory beyond the tail pointer to ensure that incoming messages can be accommodated without
seeing the heavy-weight allocation delay. While this reserve pool does add to the physical mem-
ory footprint, the size of the reserve pool is manageable in absolute terms, especially in today’s
servers.

To hide the heavy-weight allocation latency in the background, we employ a well-known strat-
egy of triggering an allocation at an appropriately set low watermark to ensure that the reserve
pool is replenished before exhaustion. Specifically, when the tail pointer crosses the watermark
upon an append, the NIC interrupts the host to allocate memory in the background (the head
pointer not involved). Note that messages continue to be received in the reserve pool below the
watermark while the reserve pool is being replenished with a fresh allocation. In the unlikely case
that a fresh allocation exceeds the large virtual circular queue region due to inordinate receiver
delay, the allocation software throws an error (similarly to exceeding the swap space). In practice,
however, senders will not continue to send requests to unresponsive receivers, irrespective of TCP,
RDMA, or RIMA. Instead, senders will switch to another receiver (e.g., another memcache server)
and resend their requests.

Computing the low watermark is a straightforward use of Little’s Law. Assuming that the la-
tency of allocating physical memory is L, a reserve pool that is larger than (linerate × L) can ac-
commodate any burst at line rate indefinitely if the newly allocated memory also equals (or ex-
ceeds) this size (see Table 4). To handle variability in memory allocation latency, we can use the
99th percentile latency. Because RIMA’s buffers are small (e.g., just over 200 MB), the use of higher
percentiles is an acceptable overhead to prevent far worse tree saturation due to buffers filling up.
The reserve pool exists below the watermark, above which some space is needed to buffer the mes-
sages before being processed (“Host Memory” in Figure 1). This space, called the active buffer, can
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Table 4. Parameters for Analytical Model

Active Buffer Reserve Pool
SRQmin ...max λ = <measured> msдrate = scaled (min)

W = memcpy cost L = 1ms
s =max msдsize =max

RIMA λ =<same as SRQ> linerate = 56Gbps
W = memcpy cost L = 1ms
s =<actual size>

also be computed using Little’s Law. Assuming messages arrive at λ (the line rate in messages/s),
the nominal processing time of each incoming message isW (s/message), and the nominal message
size is s (bytes), the size of the active buffer should be at least λ ×W × s (bytes) (see Table 4). Thus,
each watermark crossing triggers an allocation of a chunk as large as the active buffer and reserve
pool together.

As seen above, more memory is allocated when the low watermark is crossed. Conversely, an
empty chunk is freed so the OS can reclaim the physical memory as per virtual memory policy
(in the background without affecting message processing). Thus, the physical memory allocation
sweeps through the virtual circular queue, expanding and contracting on demand. Such sweeping
implies churn in the address translations and NIC TLB misses. An optimization is to reset the head
and tail pointers to the top of the virtual circular queue, whenever the queue becomes empty. The
host software resets head and tail pointers atomically to avoid intervening message arrival using
atomic-compare-and-swap (for the tail pointer) and locks (for the head pointer). Such resetting
encourages the reuse of the physical pages and translations, improving the TLB’s performance.

The watermark strategy, with the active buffer and reserve pool components, can be applied
to SRQ as well (single-queue or multi-queue option as described in Section 2.2). For SRQ’s active
buffer size, we assign λ and s corresponding to the nominal message size for each bin in λ ×W × s
(bytes) (single-SRQ has only one bin) (see Table 4). For SRQ’s reserve pools, we derive the sizes
using (msдrate × L ×msдsize). We assignmsдrate based on each bin’s minimum message size (arb-

num constraint) and msдsize based on the bin’s maximum message size (arb-size constraint) (see
Table 4). In the worst case, the queue may receive minimum-sized messages (for the bin) that must
be placed in entries that are capable of holding maximum-sized messages (for the bin). The key

difference between SRQ and RIMA is in the reserve pool size where the former is sized for maximum-

size messages at the rate of minimum-size messages while the latter is sized for the line rate. Note
that the reserve pool is an extension of the active buffer. Both hold buffers of a specific message
size to enable using the next-available buffer upon message arrival. Therefore, the reserve-pool
cannot be shared across SRQs.

3.3 Other Issues

Congestion control is key to scalability in DCs. While TCP provides end-to-end congestion control,
RDMA does not. However, congestion control is orthogonal to our memory footprint issue. RIMA
can leverage RDMA congestion control [17, 18, 44, 60]. Similarly, baseline RDMA handles failures
and MTU issues that RIMA can reuse.

4 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

We evaluate RIMA in terms of memory footprint (active buffer + reserve pool), performance
(throughput), and programmability. For memory footprint, we measure the active buffer size on
a real cluster and calculate the reserve pool size that is anyway set analytically. For performance,
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Fig. 2. Cumulative distribution of Memcached [6] tuple size.

we emulate RIMA by using SRQ, but accounting for the footprint without the internal fragmenta-
tion. Such an emulation is valid, because RIMA does not affect SRQ message latency and throughput

(nanoseconds overhead over microseconds, as discussed in Section 3.2) obviating detailed microar-

chitecture simulations. To evaluate some of RIMA’s alternatives that affect programming effort
(multi-SRQ) and performance (large-message specialization), we use real-system runs.

4.1 Experimental Setup

Client/Server Setup (for Real Runs and Emulations): We evaluate RIMA on a 30-node test
bed. The test bed’s scale is not important, because RIMA’s goal is to ensure that a single server can
efficiently satisfy the arb-size, arb-num, arb-src constraints while serving traffic at the line rate,
irrespective of whether the traffic is from one or one thousand other servers (i.e., what matters is
the line rate, not how many servers generate the traffic). As such, we measure NIC message rates
and memory footprint on a single randomly chosen server in our test bed serving at the line rate.

Each node consists of eight 4-core AMD Opteron processors (with two hardware threads per
core) running at 2.8 GHz and 256 GB of memory. Each node is equipped with a Mellanox Connect
X-3 HCA (56 Gb/s) with PCI-Ex Gen2 interface. All the nodes run RHEL 6.7 with kernel version
2.6.32, and Mellanox OFED 2.4-1.0.0. Fifteen nodes serve as clients (analogous to front-end servers
in a DC) issuing requests to the remaining fifteen nodes, which act as servers. Clients send mes-
sages to randomly selected servers using send operations in the Reliable Connection (RC) trans-
port mode. Client-to-server mappings are managed as permutations to ensure server load balance.
Clients saturate the line rate at the server.

To avoid contention on a single queue (e.g., 32 receiver threads/processes on a single queue), we
use multiple queues with the associated memory footprint (irrespective of multiple processes [5]
or multiple threads [46]). We run 32 processes on each (32-core, 256-GB) node of our cluster (for
reference, Amazon AWS recommends a similar large-memory configuration named “r3.8xlarge”
with 32 cores and 244 GB memory [7] for memcaches). We report the memory footprint per process
as each receive queue is private to a process.

Workload: We use memcache, which is a key-value store employed by hundreds of datacenter
applications such as social networks, dynamic advertisements, and news feeds. Thus, our eval-
uation broadly captures many of these applications. We use Facebook’s memcache message size
distribution [6] (see Figure 2). Memcached’s irregular and wide-ranged message-size distribution
(arb-size), spanning 1 B to 1 MB, makes it challenging to determine the optimum number and buffer
sizes for the SRQs in the multi-SRQ configuration (Section 2.2). We evaluate the multi-SRQ config-
urations with (1) equi-spaced [15] buffer-size bins (low effort), and (2) bin sizes as per memcached’s
carefully tuned slab allocator [46] as detailed in Section 5.1.2 (high effort).

Comparison Using an In-memory Key Value Cache: For performance comparison using an
RDMA-based key-value cache, we implement FastKV, an in-memory key-value cache that uses
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send/receive verbs. Because RIMA’s focus is at the verb-level, we compare to FastKV’s verb choice
of send/receive with SRQ, which is similar to that of FaSST [30] and Scale-out ccNUMA [16]. RIMA
does not focus on higher-level system goals of transactional execution (as in Reference [30]) and/or
consistent caching (as in Reference [16]) of other systems. We generate keys and values as per the
memcached size distribution [6]. Though our runs use the 30-node cluster described above, we
can isolate one of FastKV’s key performance challenges at larger cluster sizes. We experimentally
found that the client throughput reaches 12.9 million requests/s, which translates to 23.8 Gbps
of network bandwidth per client, a reasonable fraction of the 56-Gbps linerate considering that
most messages are small. While server throughput measures cluster performance, we measure
client throughput, which indicates how fast a Web page request is serviced given that each page
typically accesses hundreds of objects [46].

Sizing of Active Buffers (Measured) and Reserve Pools (Calculated): Recall from Section 3.2
that the sizes of the active buffer and reserve pool for RIMA are, respectively, λ ×W × s (bytes)
and L × linerate (Table 4). We use real-system measurements to determine the average number
of messages in the active buffer, which is λ ×W , at full, steady-state throughput for SRQ, which
is the same for RIMA. In this measurement, (1) we use the memcached message-size distribution
and (2) the processing involves copying the message from the buffer to application memory (i.e.,
minimal computation for short active buffers in both SRQ and RIMA). See Table 4. s is the actual
size of the messages seen in the measurement. For RIMA’s reserve pool, we use 1 ms for L as the
memory allocation latency (Section 5.2.1).

As described in Section 3.2.1, the sizes of SRQ’s active buffer and reserve pool are, respectively,
λ ×W × s (bytes) and msдrate × L ×msдsize . We measure λ ×W as stated above. For RIMA, s is
the measured size of the messages sent to each bin. See Table 4. For SRQ’s reserve pools, we com-
pute msдrate corresponding to the per-bin minimum message size and use 1 ms for L and the
per-bin maximum message size formsдsize . For computingmsдrate , we use 137 million messages
per second for messages with 8-byte (or smaller) payload [23], because small-message throughput
is typically lower than the line rate. To account for the fact that larger messages incur lower band-
width loss, we scale this 8-byte throughput linearly as a function of the message size so that the
loss of bandwidth for smaller messages compared to the line rate reduces with larger messages
and vanishes for the largest message.

5 RESULTS

The key results of our evaluation show that (1) under similar performance and effort, RIMA avoids
SRQ’s high memory inefficiency (Section 5.1.1), (2) SRQ requires significantly higher effort to
achieve similar performance and memory efficiency as RIMA (Section 5.1.2), and (3) FastKV using
RDMA incurs either worse tail latency or larger footprint than FastKV using RIMA (Section 5.2.1).

5.1 Memory Footprint

5.1.1 RIMA Versus SRQ under Comparable (Low) Effort.

Single SRQ: Using a single SRQ results in extremely large memory footprint for Facebook’s mem-
cached message size distribution, because a single queue must accommodate the largest possible
message (1 MB) even though the average message size is only 231 B. Such internal fragmentation
results in the single SRQ message buffering bloating to 161 GB in contrast to RIMA’s minimal
11 MB of message buffers. Because the single-SRQ configuration represents a naive basecase, we
limit discussion of the configuration within the early part of this section. Later, we focus on an
alternative, simple low-programmer-effort multi-SRQ configuration.
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Fig. 3. Single SRQ versus RIMA.

For Facebook’s memcached message size distribution (Figure 2), a single SRQ allocates 1 MB (the
maximum message size) for all messages to satisfy the arb-size constraint. We do not claim that
using 1 MB to hold 231 B, on average, is viable. This comparison is to highlight RIMA’s programma-
bility advantage that RIMA requires little effort to avoid the wastage. Later, we also consider a
simple, distribution-oblivious way to use multiple SRQs.

We measure the footprint after every 2,048 messages, called epochs. Figure 3 shows the active
buffer size (dashed lines) and the total footprint (solid lines, Y-axis, log-scale) in epochs (X-axis) for
SRQ (black lines) and RIMA (pink lines). Beyond the transient behavior during the first 40 epochs,
the active buffer size reaches steady state for both RIMA and SRQ at different levels. The reserve
pool size does not change with time. As expected, both systems achieve equal, high throughput
(4.3 million messages/s for memcache message size distribution with an average of 231 B).

In each configuration, the queues grow to (approximately) 16,800 messages per process at steady
state. Though the number of messages is the same for both RIMA and SRQ, SRQ requires 17 GB
in active buffers due to severe internal fragmentation. In contrast, RIMA’s active buffer grows as
per the actual message sizes to an average of 4 MB. Because RIMA’s reserve pool size is dictated
only by the true line rate (Section 3.2.1) whereas SRQ must provision for the worst case, RIMA’s
reserve pool is much smaller (143 GB versus 7 MB). To prevent the SRQ reserve pool from exhaust-
ing our system memory, we keep the 8-byte-message rate well under the maximum (137 million
messages/s in Section 4). Thus, under similar, little effort of using a single queue, SRQ remains
unviable—more than 161 GB footprint—whereas RIMA remains efficient (11 MB footprint).

Distribution-oblivious Multi-SRQ Approach: We use a message-size-distribution-oblivious
approach that uses multiple SRQs, each covering an equi-sized sub-range of message sizes. This
simple approach avoids the effort of customizing the sub-ranges to the distribution (Table 1) and
can be pre-implemented in a library. Still, the approach requires the significant tuning effort of
finding the optimal number of queues, which must be repeated for each application. As such,
single SRQ may be the only SRQ configuration requiring as little effort as RIMA. Figure 4 plots
the total footprint (including both active buffers and reserve pools) (Y-axis, in GB) with varying
number of SRQs using this approach (X-axis). As expected from Section 2.2, the U-shaped curve
indicates the initial steep fall off in overheads as we add more queues, with an eventual (slower) in-
crease in total capacity, because each SRQ incurs reserve pool overhead. First, because the optimal
number of queues depends on the message size distribution, the distribution-oblivious approach
is insufficient despite using multiple SRQs. Second, even at the lowest point (200 queues), the foot-
print of 1.62 GB per-process is more than two orders of magnitude higher than that of RIMA. For
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Fig. 4. Distribution-oblivious approach.

Fig. 5. Distribution-aware approach (upto 16-KB messages).

a 32-process server, the absolute overhead would be unacceptably large at over 50 GB. In contrast,
RIMA’s footprint is only 11 MB per process (= 7 MB (reserve pool) + 4 MB (active buffer). Even
when considering a 32-process server configuration, the aggregate footprint is a modest 228 MB
(= 7 ∗ 32 + 1 ∗ 4, because only the reserve pool scales with number of processes). The single-SRQ
and multi-SRQ results above highlight our first key claim that under similar, little effort, RIMA is
much more memory-efficient than SRQ.

5.1.2 RIMA versus SRQ under Comparable Memory. To address the high overhead of single
SRQ and distribution-oblivious multi-SRQs, we explore message-size-distribution-aware multi-
SRQ configurations. Instead of directly solving this non-linear optimization problem (Table 1),
we leverage memcached’s internal memory slab allocator, which is already tuned to reduce frag-
mentation in memory allocation [46]. We use the allocator’s 42 slab granularity as message-size
bins corresponding to queues in our multi-SRQ configurations. For configurations with fewer than
42 queues, we manually merge an appropriate number of adjacent bins to balance the queue sizes.
We perform two experiments.

The first experiment uses real-hardware runs that limit message sizes to 16 KB to avoid exhaust-
ing our cluster’s memory (Section 4). Figure 5 plots the number of SRQs and RIMA on the X-axis
and the total (steady-state) footprint for our 32-process server on the Y-axis. The footprint for
memcached traffic is large for a single SRQ (leftmost bar) but the optimal configuration (4 SRQs)
is close to RIMA. This optimal configuration is the result of careful tuning to find the appropriate
message buffer sizes guided by memcached’s slab allocator and the number of SRQs. However,
RIMA does not require any tuning at all to achieve high memory efficiency.

Our second experiment extends the above analysis to memcached’s full message-size distribu-
tion. Because the first experiment confirms that the reserve pool overwhelmingly dominates the
overall footprint, we restrict the second experiment to only the reserve pool, which fortunately
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Fig. 6. Distribution-aware approach (all sizes).

Fig. 7. Sensitivity to message-size distribution.

can be studied analytically as our cluster cannot accommodate messages larger than 16 KB. Fig-
ure 6 compares SRQ and RIMA on the reserve pool size for our 32-process server on the Y-axis as
we vary the number of SRQs from 1 to 42 queues (X-axis). A single SRQ incurs extremely large
footprint for the full 32-process configuration(>4,500 GB, beyond range). With more SRQs, we see
the expected U-shaped curve. As with Figure 5, at fewer SRQs, the benefit of avoiding internal
fragmentation overpowers the cost of additional reserve pools. However, beyond 8 SRQs, the re-
serve pool begins to grow. So, blindly using as many SRQs as the allocator slabs (42) is sub-optimal.
The optimum is 8 SRQs, with a reasonable 1.5-GB reserve pool. The reserve pool sizes in Figure 6
and Figure 5 are different due to message size differences. We note that this tuning would be even
harder without the slab allocator’s message buffer sizes. RIMA achieves even smaller footprints
without such tuning, which is our second key claim.

5.1.3 Sensitivity to Message-size Distribution. Our results so far have relied on memcached’s
message size distribution [6] (with or without truncation at 16KB). To verify that RIMA’s memory
savings hold for other message-size distributions, we artificially scale up and scale down the mes-
sage sizes of the truncated memcached distribution by a factor of 2 without changing the fraction
of messages at a given size. This scaling corresponds to trends toward half as small and twice as
large messages.

Figure 7 plots the total footprint (including reserve pools) for our 32-process server at steady
state (Y-axis) for the various multi-SRQ configurations (X-axis) and RIMA (rightmost set of bars)
for three distributions truncated at 16 KB: scaled-down (0.5×), original (1×), and scaled-up (1×).
The key point here is that RIMA’s footprint does not change with the distribution, because
the footprint is dominated by the reserve pool whose size depends largely on the line rate and
not message sizes. In contrast, SRQ’s footprint increases for larger messages as both the active
buffers and the reserve pools grow. Further, RIMA’s advantage over SRQ remains for all the
distributions.

We do not study RIMA’s sensitivity to the memory allocation-and-pinning latency of 1 ms (Sec-
tion 5.2.1). This latency linearly affects the reserve pool size (Section 4), which is so much larger for
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Table 5. FastKV-RDMA versus FastKV-RIMA

Num. Servers 64 128 256 512 1024 2048
Equal footprint comparison (256 MB)

FastKV-RDMA
Norm. Throughput 21% 11% 5.2% infeasible
FastKV-RIMA
Norm. Throughput 100%
FastKV-RIMA
Throughput relative. to
FastKV-RDMA 4.8× 9× 19× - - -

Table 6. Design Space and Challenges

Design choice Impact

SRQ (1) Single SRQ Large footprint

(2) Multi-SRQ Programming/tuning effort

Large-message (3) On-demand allocate High tail latency

specialization (4) Rendezvous using RDMA’s fetch-and-op High tail latency

Per-sender queue (5) Pre-allocate Large footprint

RIMA (6) Hardware support Small footprint and high performance

SRQ than for RIMA that even a 100% change in the latency will not qualitatively change RIMA’s
advantage, because both schemes either gain or lose.

5.2 Performance

5.2.1 Performance Comparison Using FastKV. Broadly, FastKV can be configured to work in a
footprint-priority mode wherein it ensures that it operates within a fixed memory footprint, even
if it means throttling requests (and thus performance) to ensure staying within the footprint. In
our first experiment, we consider a FastKV that is configured to use SRQ, but one that ensures
that it never exceeds the 256-MB memory footprint. To ensure that the footprint is not exceeded,
this variant imposes limits on concurrent requests. Not surprisingly, there is a steep performance
penalty for such request throttling as shown in Table 5. The combination of fixed footprint
(256 MB) and maximum message size (1-MB) forces at most 256 outstanding requests in the
whole system. As shown in Table 5, this limits scaling as it is impossible to have more than
256 servers/clients as that could potentially exceed the maximum footprint. Further, there is
significant throughput throttling even at smaller scales as the number of outstanding requests
can at most be 4, 2, and 1 when the number of servers/clients are 64, 128, and 256, respectively.

Given the serious throughput penalty of using a fixed memory footprint, we now examine more
flexible variants of FastKV that separate and specialize the handling of small and large messages
(e.g., similar to file system i-nodes for small and large files). For instance, messages under 1 KB
use a single SRQ with 1-KB buffers and larger messages are handled separately (1-KB messages
are at the 95.6th-percentile in Figure 2). The 1-KB SRQ imposes a much lower overhead than all
messages using 1-MB buffers. However, such specialization raises two issues.

First, the 1-KB cutoff uses message-size distribution knowledge, which is a programmability
issue that RIMA avoids. Without the knowledge, the cutoff may not work (e.g., if an application’s
average is 10 KB then using 1-KB cutoff would incur high overheads). Second, allocating memory
for the large (>1 KB) messages has three options all of which are problematic. Table 6 summarizes
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these alternatives to RIMA. Row 1 in the table shows the naive single-SRQ approach, which results
in a large footprint due to internal fragmentation.

The first option is to pre-allocate 1-MB buffer for each large message. This option is the same as
using two SRQs with message size distribution knowledge (row 2 in Table 6). Even so, this option
incurs memory footprints of around 37.8 GB for our 32-process server the vast majority (33.6 GB)
of which is for the reserve pool for messages larger than 1 KB. Recall from Section 3.2.1 that the
reserve pool must be sized for the message arrival rate of the smallest possible message (1 KB +
1 B) but the largest possible message buffer (1 MB). The remaining overhead is from the reserve
pool for messages smaller than 1 KB and the active buffer. RIMA’s 228 MB (Section 5.1.1) is much
smaller than this 37.8 GB. Though this bloat can be eliminated by using multiple SRQs optimized to
match the message size distribution, doing so would come at the cost of significant programming
effort (Section 2.2).

The second option is to allocate memory on demand for each large message by using the recently
introduced InfiniBand feature of on-demand paging [36] (row 3 in Table 6). By allocating memory
of the exact size of the message, this option avoids the first option’s memory bloat. To explore this
option, we measured the time taken to allocate and map (kalloc() and mlock()) some memory
on our system. While the latency varies with allocation size, we found the sweet spot to be 16 MB
with median and the 90th percentile latencies of 0.97 ms and 1 ms over 4000 runs, respectively.
Even though the allocation latency is worse for smaller and larger allocations, we conservatively
assume a 1-ms latency for all sizes. However, the 95.6th-percentile 1-KB messages incur 0.15-μs
bandwidth-limit delay at 56 Gbps plus around 50 μs of one-way RDMA-based network latency
[60] = 50.15 μs total one-way latency, amounting to 20× allocation overhead to the correspond-
ing tail latency. This tail latency issue relevant to datacenter applications is not applicable to file
system i-nodes where such specialization may be effective. If the on-demand paging feature is not
available, then remote allocation would require three network traversals instead of one (e.g., two
extra traversals using rendezvous protocol [55]—one to make an allocation request and another to
return the buffer pointer after allocation). On-demand paging avoids the extra traversals but not
the allocation latency.

The third option is to allocate on-demand some large buffer (e.g., 100 MB) to be shared among
several messages larger than 1 KB (row 4 in Table 6). This option amortizes the 1-ms allocation
overhead of the second option over several messages. However, this option requires creating space
in this buffer for every large message before placing the message there. The space creation requires
a remote RDMA fetch-and-add, which involves rendezvous-like two-step messaging between the
sender and receiver, and a local RDMA atomic fetch-and-add at the receiver. Unfortunately, local
RDMA atomic operations access the host memory over the I/O bus, which is slow (e.g., PCIe).
Thus, the 1-KB messages incur around 100 μs extra RDMA-based network latency plus 2 μs for
an unloaded, local RDMA fetch-and-add. Other work [42] reports PCIe RTT of 2.1 μs without
any fetch-and-add and explains in great detail that PCIe’s narrow links exacerbate latency well
beyond serialization alone. Consequently, the 1-KB messages incur a total of 102 μs extra latency,
which, compared to 50.15-μs true latency, is around 3× slower. In contrast, RIMA locally creates
the required space after the message is received at the receiver’s NIC. RIMA’s atomic operation
is on the tail pointer in the queue’s context memory held in the NIC. Thus, RIMA entirely avoids
the I/O bus as well as the extra network traversals, and therefore incurs little overhead. Though
the third option’s 3× tail latency overhead is better than the second option’s 20× overhead, both
options degrade programmability by requiring message size distribution-dependent 1-KB cutoff.

The tail latency overheads of the second and third options can be decreased from the 95.6th-
percentile 1-KB messages to the less frequent 99.9th-percentile 5.4-KB messages (Figure 2).
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However, doing so would increase the small-message buffers from 1 KB to 5.4 KB causing the
reserve pool to expand to 22.4 GB for our 32-process server.

Another way to avoid the tail latency overheads of the second and third options is by having
each sender pre-allocate buffers at the receiver (row 5 in Table 6). Such pre-allocation ensures
that each sender has space available before sending any messages. In a 5,000-server DC with 2,000
front-end servers (say), each receiver must allocate a reserve buffer for each of the 2,000 senders,
negating the benefit of large-message specialization. Such allocation is replicated for each process
running on the receiving server; with a modest 1-MB reservation per sender and 32-processes per
receiver, the receiver memory footprint is around 64 GB (2000 × 1 MB × 32). TCP does not face
this 2,000× bloat, because the receivers share the buffers under OS control.

6 RELATED WORK

RDMA has its roots in earlier low-latency, user-space messaging such as Fast Messages [48], U-Net
[56], Shrimp [9], and VIA [14].

Scalability in InfiniBand-based MPI Implementations: MPI implementations first discussed
InfiniBand’s memory scalability issue (e.g., Reference [38]). Several improvements followed: adap-
tive connection setup [59], unreliable datagram (UD) [35], eXtended Reliable Connection (XRC)
for all-to-all communication [34], and DCT for reliable connection (RC) where each process can
use just one QP to communicate with any other process. MPI implementations use DCT [53] and
SRQ [54] for QP and memory efficiency.

InfiniBand for Datacenter Applications: As DCs move to leverage RDMA’s low latency, high
scalability and high performance must both be achieved. Scaleout NUMA [47] performs RDMA-
like remote direct memory accesses using on-chip network interface. Many studies examine
replacing TCP/IP with RDMA. Examples include RDMA-based Hadoop [39], HBase [21], and
memcached-like key-value stores [25, 27, 28, 43]. FaRM [13] provides an InfiniBand-based pro-
gramming framework for DCs, whereas other papers use InfiniBand to accelerate file and storage
systems [24, 50, 58]. Though these studies confirm the need for fast communication in DCs and
provide a strong motivation for RIMA, they incur RDMA’s programmability, memory, and perfor-
mance inefficiencies that RIMA eliminates.

Append in Other Systems: Portals [19] and MPI use legacy verbs to implement append func-
tionality in upper software layers. Because of using legacy verbs, they incur the memory footprint
problem that RIMA addresses.

Other NICs: Others have proposed (1) programmable NICs to offload protocol processing [31, 37,
57], and (2) to leverage coherence to improve communication performance [20].

7 CONCLUSION

RDMA’s low latency makes it a strong contender to replace TCP/IP in DCs. However, InfiniBand’s
SRQs are limited fundamentally to a single message size per queue and incur memory wastage or
programmer burden for typical DC traffic of an arbitrary number (level of burstiness) of messages
of arbitrary size from an arbitrary source.

To avoid this limitation, we proposed RIMA, which provides NIC hardware support for novel
queue semantics and a new “verb” called append. To append a sender’s message to a shared queue,
the receiver network interface card (NIC) atomically increments the queue’s tail pointer by the in-
coming message’s size and places the message in the newly created space. This indirection of spec-
ifying a queue, while its tail pointer remains hidden from senders, handles all the three constraints
of typical DC traffic. To ensure that there is always space for an arriving message, RIMA employs
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the traditional watermark scheme to add memory to the queue in the background while messages
continue to be received in the reserve space below the watermark. RIMA uses simple hardware
to achieve the same message latency and throughput as SRQ with unlimited buffering. Running
memcached traffic on a 30-node InfiniBand cluster, we showed that at similar, low programmer
effort, RIMA achieves small, practical memory footprints in contrast to SRQ’s impractically large
footprints. Though SRQ’s memory footprint can be shrunk by expending significant programming
effort, which must be repeated for each application, RIMA provides those benefits with little effort.
We developed a high-performance in-memory key-value cache (FastKV) for evaluation of RIMA
using memcached traffic. FastKV using RIMA achieves either 3× lower 96th-percentile latency, or
significantly better throughput or memory footprint than FastKV using RDMA. RIMA’s high mem-
ory efficiency, low programmer effort, and simple hardware bode well for widespread adoption in
DCs.
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